
These notes should be used with our tutorial videos. 

The course 1 video series can be found in this playlist: 

http://www.youtube.com/view_play_list?p=813A33E83F9E754A 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

 Portal 2 Co-Op Walkthrough - [ Course 1 - Level 1 ] 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rG8mxjE-AaM 

 

 Players 

Orange - Mike [played from this perspective] 

Blue - Nick 

 

1 - Orange opens a portal in the first room. 

2 - Blue stands on switch to open the first door. 

3 - Orange goes through the door into the hallway. 

4 - Blue opens the second door. 

5 - Orange walks through the second door, and opens a portal. 

6 - Mission accomplished or achieve victory. 

 

-------------------------------------------------- 

 

 Portal 2 Co-Op Walkthrough - [ Course 1 - Level 2 ] 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pxmzSrRzyR8 

 

 Players  

Orange - Mike [played from this perspective] 

Blue - Nick 

 

The first room has a switch that keeps the door across the acid open temporarily. 

1 - Blue opens portals to cross the acid pit, Orange goes through them. 

2 - Blue presses the switch. 

3 - Orange goes through door into the hallway. 

4 - Orange opens a portal in the hallway. 

5 - Blue opens the door again; Orange walks back into the room. 

6 - Blue crosses the acid pit with his own portal. 

7 - Orange overrides the Blue portal with his unused one, opening a path to the hallway. 

 

The second room has two pairs of switches that need to be activated at the same time. 

1 - Each player opens a set of portals to the high ground. 

2 - Synchronize the button press on the low ground. 

3 - Use portal, press high ground switch. 



4 - Insert ball to open door. 

 

-------------------------------------------------- 

 

 Portal 2 Co-Op Walkthrough - [ Course 1 - Level 3 ] 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fiKBrHZEXks 

 

 Players 

Orange - Mike [played from this perspective] 

Blue - Nick 

 

The first room has a laser and two laser receivers separated by two walls. 

1 - Aim the laser towards the first wall with the cube. 

2 - Orange uses a pair of portals to send the laser through the wall. 

3 - Blue uses a pair of portals to send the laser through the second wall. 

 

The second room has a laser, two receivers and hostile turrets. 

1 - Blue calls down a redirection cube. 

2 - Orange holds the switch to lower the wall. 

3 - Blue redirects the laser to kill the turrets. 

4 - Blue sends the laser to the white wall. 

5 - Orange uses a pair of portals to redirect the laser through the lower receiver. 

6 - Blue uses his portals to redirect the laser towards the higher receiver. 

 

-------------------------------------------------- 

 

 Portal 2 Co-Op Walkthrough - [ Course 1 - Level 4 ] 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eqO-09LkPas 

 

 Players 

Orange - Mike [played from this perspective] 

Blue - Nick 

 

This level has an elevator system where one player opens up the path for the other. 

1 - Orange opens a set of portals to the top of the elevator box area. 

2 - Blue uses the up/down switches to open the path for orange. 

3 - Orange needs to pick up the laser redirection cube. 

4 - Orange portals back to the high ground with the cube. 

5 - Orange redirects the laser into a pair of portals from Blue to open the door. 

 

-------------------------------------------------- 

 



 Portal 2 Co-Op Walkthrough - [ Course 1 - Level 5 ] 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4EFlxPu4wG8 

 

 Players 

Orange - Mike [played from this perspective] 

Blue - Nick 

 

This level has three laser receivers, which each control different parts of the level. 

1 - Orange redirects the laser to the left receiver. 

2 - Blue walks through the crusher onto the platform. 

3 - Blue opens a pair of portals to anticipate the next platform that will rise. 

4 - Orange directs the laser to the middle receiver. 

5 - Blue walks through the portals as the next platform rises. 

6 - When the platform is at the highest point, Orange directs the laser to the right receiver. 

7 - Blue spawns a portal behind the glass and near the first moving platform 

8 - Orange redirects the laser to the left receiver and drops the cube. 

9 - Orange jumps onto the near platform, and through the portal. 

-------------------------------------------------- 

 

 Portal 2 Co-Op Walkthrough - [ Course 1 - Level 6 ] 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fhs-m4j9OC4 

 

 Players 

Orange - Mike [played from this perspective] 

Blue - Nick 

 

This level happens outside of the standard chambers, but the basic concepts remain the same. 

1 - Open a portal on the beam beside the catwalk, and another across in the entrance to the room. 

2 - Go through the portal, careful to not walk through the field before your partner crosses the portal. 

3 - Time the switches to opens the vault door. 

4 - Open a portal before the vault door closes. 

5 - Open a second portal to retrieve the disk in the closed room. 

6 - Insert the disk in the drive. 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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